PolicyLab prioritizes diversity in every aspect of our organization. Recruiting and retaining a diverse group of team members is fundamental to our mission. At PolicyLab, we have a commitment to hiring and engaging in partnerships to create an environment that is reflective of the diverse communities we serve. We recognize that conducting impactful research requires a collaborative effort that is informed by many perspectives. We welcome innovative minds from individuals across, race, ethnicity, religion, gender, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, and marital status, victim of domestic or sexual violence status, covered veteran status or other protected classifications.

We believe that each employee brings a unique worldview that contributes to the high quality of patient care, research and education for which we are renowned. At PolicyLab, we honor ideas that may make our workplace an inclusive environment for all. We strive to provide opportunities that allow the voices of each employee to be heard as this exemplifies our core belief in the power of diverse thinking to influence the policies, protocols and practices that define our workplace and improve the lives of children and families.

The PolicyLab Diversity and Inclusion Workgroup aims to bring together a diverse group of PolicyLab stakeholders to develop and implement a set of recommendations to foster productivity and innovation.

We are looking for people who can bring fresh insights from all backgrounds to the research, administrative, communications and policy work that we do. We strive for a productive, fulfilling workplace and personal growth opportunities for all staff and believe an inclusive environment is central to this goal.